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Topics Covered In This Guide 

This guide will help you develop a trail construction package 
using the new standard trail plans and specifications. Topics 
include: 
• What are Plan Sheets and how to use them 
• How to fill out Plan Sheets: 

– Defining the location and scope  
– Detailing specific  trail construction features 

• Description of the Standard Specifications and how to use 
them 
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What Are Plan Sheets And How To Use Them 

• The plan sheets are typical trail drawings with tables you will 
edit to meet the design standards for your project 

• Several sheets define the location and scope of your project. 

• The remaining sheets provide details on specific trail 
construction features. 
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What Are Plan Sheets And How To Use Them 
(Continued) 

Sheets that define the location and scope of your trail 
project 
• Title Sheet (STD_900-01) 
• Vicinity Map (STD_900-02) 
• General Notes (STD_900-03) 
• Work List (STD_900-04) 
• Line Diagram (STD_900-05)  

or  

• Plan and Profile (STD_900-07) 
• Summary of Quantities (STD_906-01) 
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What Are Plan Sheets And How To Use Them 
(Continued) 

Examples of sheets that detail specific trail construction features 
• Typical Cross Section & Slope Finish   (STD_ 911-01) 
• Typical Retainers   (STD_911-03) 
• Existing Trail Restoration   (STD_911-30-01) 
• Clearing Limits–Trees and Logs   (STD_912-01) 
• Clearing Limits–Brushing   (STD_912-02) 
• Typical Surfacing Sections   (STD_913-01) 
• Rock Foundation   (STD_918-10-01) 
• Standard Culvert   (STD_921-10-01) 
• Drain Dip   (STD_927-10-01) 
• Drain Dip Details   (STD_927-10-02) 
• Reassurance Markers   (STD_953-01) 
• Seeding, Fertilizing and Mulching   (STD_981-01) 
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What Are Plan Sheets And How To Use Them 
(Continued) 

• These plans supersede the 1996 Standard Drawings and 
Specifications for Construction and Maintenance of Trails 

• Some plan sheets have tables that require you to provide 
values specific to the requirements of your project.  

• The values you enter into the tables are determined by the 
Design Parameters appropriate for the Trail Management 
Objectives and Trail Class of your project. 
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Defining the Location and Scope  

Title Sheet (STD_900-01)–This sheet is used to locate your project, display 
required signatures, and provide an index of sheets in your package. 
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Step 1:  Insert a State map in the 
upper left corner block with the 
project location marked.  Insert a 
map that has sufficient detail to 
accurately locate your project 
within the state. 

Step 2: Insert a project location map in 
the center block with the project 
location marked. Insert a map that has 
sufficient detail (like a Forest Visitor 
Map) to accurately depict the location 
and scope of your project. 

Step 3: Modify the top center title with the 
region name, forest name, district name, 
and project name. 

 
Step 4: Modify the signature block to include 
the required forest and regional signatures 
of reviewers, recommenders, and approvers.  
The titles shown on the example are 
common. Your forest or region may have 
different requirements for approvals and 
signatures. Be sure to follow the signature 
requirements for your region and forest. 

Step 5: Before submitting the final package, 
fill in the index with the sheet names and 
numbers included in your packet. 

 
Step 6: Fill in the information block with the 
names of the designer, drafter, checker and 
project name. 
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Defining the Location and Scope  
Vicinity Map (STD_900-02)–This sheet is used to locate the trail under 
construction or restoration and to label beginning and end points and important 
details and structures.  The elements in this map are also used in on other 
sheets. Use a topographic map of sufficient scale to depict the nature of your 
project work. 
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Defining the Location and Scope  

Step 7: Insert a map 
that accurately 
locates the vicinity, 
location, and scope 
of the trail project 
including: 

Project trail 
numbers 
Trail location 
North arrow 
Scale bar 

 

Vicinity Map 
(continued) 
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Defining the Location and Scope  

Step 8: Fill in the information block with the project name, forest name, district name. 

Vicinity Map 
(continued) 
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Note:  
     This information block must be filled in for 
     every subsequent sheet in your trail package. 
 



Defining the Location and Scope  

General Notes (STD_900-03)–This sheet provides definitions for the trail features 
used in standard trail packages.  

The General 
Notes sheet 
provides 
typical 
identification 
numbers for 
trail features. 
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The General Notes sheet 
also provides space to 
enter notes that help 
define specific trail 
construction 
considerations the 
project may require. 



Defining the Location and Scope  

Work List (STD_900-04)–This sheet breaks down the tasks to be completed by trail 
number and station.  The sheet also provides detail about the corresponding 
specifications and information on quantity and payment. 
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Defining the Location and Scope  

Work List (continued) 

Step 9: Identify the 
trail number for the 
tasks to be 
performed.   
 
These trail number 
designations 
correspond to 
those identified on 
the vicinity map. 
 
In this example, the 
project identifies 
work on more than 
one trail in a 
complex of trails. 
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Defining the Location and Scope  

Work List (continued) 

Step 10: Next, 
record the 
beginning and 
ending station for 
each task. 
 
Once again, this 
information 
corresponds to 
information 
identified on the 
vicinity map. 
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Defining the Location and Scope  

Work List (continued) 

Step 11: Provide a 
description of each 
task to be 
completed at each 
station. 
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Defining the Location and Scope  
Work List (continued) 

Step 12: A 
standard drawing 
sheet for each of 
the tasks is 
included in the 
final package.  
Record the 
drawing number 
for each task in 
the “Drawing 
No.” column. 
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Step 13: 
Referring to the 
General Notes 
sheet (900-03), 
enter the 
typical ID 
number that 
corresponds to 
the task to be 
performed at 
each station.  
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Step 14: Enter 
the specification 
number that 
corresponds to 
the task being 
performed at 
each station. 

Step 15: Indicate if the task has a 
supplemental specification.  
Supplemental specifications modify 
the standard specifications and are 
unique to your project.  These can 
also be special project specifications 
for work that does not modify a 
standard specification but is a 
feature unique to your project. 



Defining the Location and Scope  
Work List (continued) 

Step 16: Enter a 
pay item number 
for each task to 
be performed.  
Pay item 
numbers are 
located in the 
standard pay 
item list. 
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Step 17: Enter the unit 
of measure for each 
task.  These numbers 
are found in the 
“Standard 
Specifications for 
Construction of Trails 
and Trail Bridges on 
Federal Projects.” 

Step 18: The last 
column in this 
table contains 
the quantities (in 
the units of 
measure 
indicated) for 
each task to be 
performed.  



Defining the Location and Scope  

Work List (continued) 

Step 19: As with the other sheets in the package, fill in the information 
block with the project name, forest name, district name.  
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Defining the Location and Scope  
Line Diagram (STD_900-05)–This sheet uses a line diagram which is a graphical 
representation of work to be done by location on a designated trail.  The line 
diagram provides the basis for the summary of quantities sheet that follows. 
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Defining the Location and Scope  

Step 20: Label the 
trail number at the 
beginning of the 
line diagram. 
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Line Diagram 
(continued)  
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Step 21: label the 
station number 
(0+00) at the 
beginning of the 
project. 
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Defining the Location and Scope  

Step 22: Label trail stationing at major ticks on the line diagram. 
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Line Diagram (continued)  



Step 23: Insert hash marks for specific trail construction activities such as 
drainage structures, trail structures, trail bridges, and so forth, and label each 
construction activity. 

Defining the Location and Scope  
Line Diagram (continued) 
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Defining the Location and Scope  
Line Diagram (continued 

Step 24: Label the 
end of the project 
and the last station 
of the project on 
the line diagram. 
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Defining the Location and Scope  

Summary of Quantities (STD_906-01)–This sheet provides a method for obtaining 
total quantities for the project and a breakdown of individual quantities by pay item. 
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Defining the Location and Scope  
Summary of Quantities (continued) 

Step 25: Insert the 
trail number in the 
space provided at 
the top of each 
column. 
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Step 26: Insert the length 
of the trail section for 
each column. 

Step 27: Insert the 
beginning and ending 
station of the trail 
sections.  Beginning and 
ending stations should 
match the line diagram. 



Defining the Location and Scope  

Step 28: Insert the 
pay item number.  
These numbers are  
found in the standard 
pay items list. 
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Step 29: Insert the  
description of the 
pay item from the 
standard pay items 
list. 
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Step 30: Insert the  method 
of measurement from 
Section 906 of the 
“Standard Specifications 
for Construction of Trails 
and Trail Bridges on 
Federal Projects.” 
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Summary of Quantities 
(Continued) For further guidance on how the method of measurement relates to the unit of measure consult your 

Contracting Officer’s Representative (COR). 

 



Defining the Location and Scope  
Summary of Quantities 
(Continued) 

Step 31: Insert the 
units of measure 
from the pay items 
list.  This is also 
recorded on the 
Work List sheet 
(STD_900-04) in the 
package. 
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Step 32: Insert the 
quantities for each trail 
section in the box that 
corresponds to its station 
column. 
 
These quantities are also 
listed on the Work List 
sheet (STD_900-04) in the 
package.  
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Defining the Location and Scope  
Standard Trail Terms (STD_910-01)–This sheet provides a visualization of the 
standard features of trails.  It is included in every trail plan package and ensures that 
common terms are used in subsequent plans and specifications.  
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Detailing Specific  Trail Construction Features 

• After filling in the required fields for the sheets that define 
the location and scope of the project, the remainder of the 
sheets in the package will focus on details that are relevant 
to your trail project. 

• In this guide the discussion is focused on one sheet as a way 
of showing how the associated tables are modified to meet 
your needs. 

• The tables are used to define specific details of how to 
construct a feature. 
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Detailing Specific  Trail Construction Features 

• Typical Cross Section and Slope Finish (STD_911-01)–This sheet details the 
specifics of constructing  a new trail.  This task is also referenced in the Work 
List Sheet (STD_900-04). This sheet describes (in detail) the dimensions of the 
new trail to be constructed. 
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Detailing Specific  Trail Construction Features 
Typical Cross Section and Slope Finish (continued) 

The main table for this sheet, 
“Typical Trail Tread and 
Shoulder Width,” is located at 
the top of the sheet. 
 
Subsequent sheets that detail 
specific trail construction 
features use a similar layout.  
For example, the main table 
for Typical Retainers (STD_911-
03) is located at the top of the 
sheet and labeled as such. 
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This “Typical Cross Section & Slope 
Finish” sheet has two other tables 
that provide further information to 
supplement the main table. These 
supplemental tables are also 
described in this guide. 
 
Several other standard plan sheets 
also have one or more 
supplemental tables. 



Detailing Specific  Trail Construction Features 
Typical Cross Section and Slope Finish (continued) 

Step 33: The typical ID 
numbers  for the main 
table is formed by 
taking the three letters 
from the information 
block and adding a 
number to the end, 
sequentially.   
 
In this case TSF-1, TSF-
2, and TSF-3. 
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Detailing Specific  Trail Construction Features 
Typical Cross Section and Slope Finish (continued) 

Step 34(continued): 
Insert the typical ID 
numbers from the first 
part of step 1 into the 
main table. 
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Detailing Specific  Trail Construction Features 
Typical Cross Section and Slope Finish (continued) 

Step 35: Identifying the section types – on the plan sheet the section types for 
typical trail construction are shown in cross section and labeled by a circled letter. 
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Detailing Specific  Trail Construction Features 
Typical Cross Section and Slope Finish (continued) 

Step 35(continued): 
Insert the section 
types into this 
location on the main 
table. 
 
In this case the 
section types are: 
A = Full bench section 
B = Balanced section 
C = Flat section 
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Detailing Specific  Trail Construction Features 
Typical Cross Section and Slope Finish (continued) 

Step 36: Insert the 
tread finish.  
 

The tread finish 
comes from the sub-
table (“Slope and 
Trailbed Finish” table) 
below the main table. 
 

Continue to the next 
slide for a discussion 
of the “Slope and 
Trailbed Finish” table. 
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Detailing Specific  Trail Construction Features 
Typical Cross Section and Slope Finish (continued) 

Step 36 (continued): For this 
example, a tread finish of T2 
requires all roots that are 
protruding more than 3 inches 
be removed, loose rocks larger 
than 3 inches be removed, and 
embedded rock larger than 3 
inches be removed or reduced. 
 
The “Tread Finish” table is filled 
out by the designer based on 
the Trail Management 
Objectives.  The specific Design 
Parameters can be found in the 
National Design Parameters at  
<http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/rhw
r/ibsc/tr-fund.shtml>. 
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Detailing Specific  Trail Construction Features 
Typical Cross Section and Slope Finish (continued 

Step 36 (continued): A 
description of the detail 
in the “Trailbed and Slope 
Finish” table is also 
provided on the sheet. 
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Detailing Specific  Trail Construction Features 
Typical Cross Section and Slope Finish (continued) 

Step 37: Insert the 
Tread width in inches.  
 
The information for 
tread width is found in 
the National Design 
Parameters at  
<http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.
us/rhwr/ibsc/tr-
fund.shtml>. 
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Step 38: Insert the 
shoulder width for both 
uphill and downhill trail.  
 
This information is found 
in the National Design 
Parameters at 
<http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us
/rhwr/ibsc/tr-fund.shtml> 
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Detailing Specific  Trail Construction Features 
Typical Cross Section and Slope Finish (continued) 

Step 39: Add any 
comments about the 
typical trail section 
describing the user group 
for this typical section.  
 
Regions and forests are 
encouraged to set up 
typical cross section and 
slope finish sheets with 
typical dimensions, 
materials, and other 
construction 
requirements that meet 
local needs.  
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Detailing Specific  Trail Construction Features 
Typical Cross Section and Slope Finish (continued) 

Step 40: Fill out the 
“Tread Cross Slope” 
table.  
 
The “Tread Cross 
Slope” table is filled 
out by the designer.  
The information for 
this table is found in 
the National Design 
Parameters at 
<http://fsweb.wo.fs.fe
d.us/rhwr/ibsc/tr-
fund.shtml> 
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Detailing Specific  Trail Construction Features 
Typical Cross Section and Slope Finish (continued) 

Step 41: Fill in the 
X’s on the details. 
 
For example 
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Detailing Specific  Trail Construction Features 

Completing The Other Specific Trail Construction Feature Sheets in the Trail Construction Package. 

• All other plan sheets in the package are modified in a way 
similar to those described for the “Typical Cross-Section & 
Slope Finish” sheet (STD_911-01). 

• Each of the other sheets have a main table that details the 
specifics of construction and supplemental tables and 
comments that assist the designer in filling out the specific 
information. 
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How to Use Standard Specifications In Your Trail 
Plan Package 

• The specifications provide technical guidance for trail project 
designers.   

• Include the entire specification document in the contract 
package, regardless of the specific plan sheets used in the 
project. 

• Including the entire specification document ensures the 
requisite information is included regardless of what specific 
plan sheets are needed for a particular project. 

• The specifications provide information that expands on 
information found on the plans. 

• At times, a constructed trail feature may be determined by a 
standard specification without including an attendant plan 
sheet. 44 
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